We are a leading publisher and distributors of a wide range of Sports and Physical Educational, Psychology, Sociology & Yoga Books. All these books are highly acknowledged by athletes and sport oriented readers.
About Us

“Khel Sahitya Kendra (K. S. K.)”, a renowned publisher and exporter of Sports and Physical Education Books, came into existence in the year 1985. These books that we publish are highly demanded by colleges, CBSE schools, universities and public libraries. Made using fine quality paper and ink, these books are studied by kids in schools and are also demanded by aspiring athletes. All these books are tear resistant and can withstand the test of time.

We enjoy an unrivaled reputation in the market for offering informative reading and studying material that is related to sports. For over 20,000 enthusiastic sports lovers, we ave set the target of publishing 1000 titles. Further, we export 40-60% of our books across the markets of Indian Subcontinent, East Asia, Middle East, South East Asia and Gulf Countries. Major of our clients are scattered across the countries like Sri Lanka, Pakistan and Zambia, Kenya. Adding distinctness to our reputation, we have been a regular participant at the World Book Fair. Gaining constant support of our mentor, “Mr. Vivek Thani”, we have managed to excel in this domain. His commendable guidance and business handling skills have helped us grow by leaps and bounds in this domain.

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/khelsahitya/profile.html
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Sports & Physical Education

Yoga Books

Health and Physical Education (In Hindi)
SKILLS & TECHNIQUES SERIES

What We Offer

Educational Book

Sociology Books

Multi Volume Book Sets

Psychology Book
NEW ITEMS

Sports Education Book

Yoga For Wellness book

Encyclopaedia Of Yoga Books

Abnormal Psychology Book
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CONTACT US

Khel Sahitya Kendra
Contact Person: Vivek Thani

No. 7/26, Basement, Ansari Road, Daryaganj Near Times Of India
New Delhi - 110002, Delhi, India
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